We will deduce this from a considerably more general proposition. DEFINITIONS. Let W be a topological manifold. We say that W has ? k ends if there exist compact sets Kc W so that W-K has ? k unbounded(5) components. We say W has exactly k ends if it has ? k ends but not ? k + 1 and we say W has oo ends if it has ? k ends for all finite k. PROPOSITION We will need some preliminaries. An admissible neighbourhood of oo in a manifold ww with boundary is a w-dimensional submanifold V such that V is closed as a subset, W-int V is compact (int V being the interior of V as a subspace of W), and the pair (W, V) is locally flat in the sense that it is locally isomorphic to (1) bW can be made a smooth vector bundle over bK. There is given for 3.1 a DIFF manifold W without boundary, which can be made the total space of a smooth vector bundle over a given manifold Mc W. A smooth action a: G x W --W of a compact Lie group G on W is also given such that M is the set of points fixed by a, and for x E W-M the isotropy subgroups Gxc G are all conjugate-i.e. a has just one orbit type on W-M. 
Let

